Push button horn wiring diagram

Automobile horns provide a very important function while either driving the vehicle or while
parked. They serve as immediate warning devices to attract other drivers, cyclists or
pedestrians of impending danger, or as a means to warn others of a hazardous situation.
Sometimes we also need to warn animals of our approach. Occasionally our horns malfunction
through the steering wheel contact switch, or we simply want a backup system. Universal horn
buttons can provide that extra assurance. They can be installed by any vehicle owner, using a
few steps and simple tools. Purchase your universal horn button kit. Note whether you want a
double wire horn button or a single wire button. The single wire button will require only one wire
connection, which will be a hot positive wire to the fuse block or to original horn wire in the
horn wiring loom. The single wire button requires that you mount the button directly into the
metal of the dashboard frame or some other metal source. The double wire button will require
grounding the extra wire to the chassis or some part of the metal frame. Place the vehicle in
park or neutral with the emergency brake set. Disconnect the negative battery cable with a
socket and wrench. Raise the hood and locate the original equipment horn. There will be only
one wire attached to a tang protruding from the horn, which will be the hot wire. Follow this wire
back toward the dashboard as far as you can. You might have to slit the loom to locate it. Find a
good spot to cut the wire with wire strippers. Use the wire strippers to strip both ends, leaving
about a half inch of bare wire. Take an in-line fuse, with wires attached at both ends, and place it
between the cut wire. Twist one end of the horn wire to one end of the in-line fuse wire by hand.
Twist a wire nut on the joint. Do the same to the other end, but add the long kit wire into the
joint, twisting three wires together and twist a wire nut onto the connection. You now have one
single wire connected with two wire nuts, with a fuse in between, and a new hot wire coming out
of it. Tape any excess wire slack to the main wire loom. Run the single kit wire up the loom,
taping it to the loom with electrical tape as you move toward the back of the engine. Find a
grommet in the firewall and push the wire through. Go to the driver's seat and decide where to
mount your horn button. Drill two holes that match the width of the button mounting frame in
the metal part of the dashboard. Drill one more larger hole in the center of the two mount holes.
Be careful not to drill into any component on the other side of the dashboard. Run the wire up
through the middle hole toward you and fasten it to the wire on the horn button. You might have
a female jack on the button wire or a spade connector. Use the kit parts to join the two wires by
stripping the end of horn wire and attaching the proper connector. Once connected, align the
horn button-mount over the drill holes and twist two self-tapping screws into the dashboard by
hand. Tighten the screws with a Phillips screwdriver. Connect an additional wire to the back of
the horn button if it has two post connectors. This will be a ground wire. Run the ground wire
inside the dash board. Crimp a screw eyelet on the end of the wire. Look for a good ground
source underneath the dash, such as a small nut or bolt attached to the frame. Remove the bolt
with a socket or use a screwdriver to remove the screw. Connect the eyelet to it, and screw the
bolt or screw back in with a socket or screwdriver. Tuck up any excess wire into the dashboard,
securing it with electrical tape so it does not fall down or snag on anything. Reconnect the
negative battery cable and test the horn operation. Chris Stevenson has been writing since His
automotive vocation has spanned more than 35 years and he authored the auto repair manual
"Auto Repair Shams and Scams" in Stevenson holds a P. Step 1 Purchase your universal horn
button kit. Step 2 Place the vehicle in park or neutral with the emergency brake set. Step 3 Take
an in-line fuse, with wires attached at both ends, and place it between the cut wire. Step 4 Run
the single kit wire up the loom, taping it to the loom with electrical tape as you move toward the
back of the engine. Step 5 Run the wire up through the middle hole toward you and fasten it to
the wire on the horn button. Step 6 Connect an additional wire to the back of the horn button if it
has two post connectors. As an alternate method you can connect the horn button hot wire up
to the fuse or relay in the fuse block. But to do so properly, you might need to solder such a
connection instead of using wire nuts. Push button Horn Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is
a simplified adequate pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components
of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the talent and signal associates in the middle of the
devices. A wiring diagram usually gives recommendation practically the relative point of view
and settlement of devices and terminals upon the devices, to urge on in building or servicing
the device. A pictorial diagram would act out more detail of the brute appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to stress interconnections over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create positive that
all the connections have been made and that anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
operate the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast
electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately,
where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use
okay symbols for wiring devices, usually swap from those used upon schematic diagrams. The

electrical symbols not unaided pretense where something is to be installed, but plus what type
of device is subconscious installed. For example, a surface ceiling lively is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling lively has a vary symbol, and a surface fluorescent fresh has
marginal symbol. Each type of switch has a stand-in tale and appropriately accomplish the
various outlets. There are symbols that decree the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to assume association of the residence to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will with total panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special services such as flame alarm or closed circuit television or other special services.
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Non-necessary. This did work until I removed the steering wheel several years ago to change
the turn signal switch it disturbed something so that when I could turn the wheel the horn would
sound when just turning the wheel. I remember unhooking the horn wire from the wiring block
where the turn signal wires are connected, the the mechanic must have cut that wire off when
he installed an aftermarket turn signal switch for me a few years ago. Is it possible to connect
the horn wire to a simple button? Does the horn work by grounding the circuit to make the horn
sound? I looked at your profile and apparently you have had this vehicle since or longer. I
would have thought that by now you would have found a club or at least other people who are
interested in vehicles like yours. Have you searched the web for old Ford and Mercury forums.
As for the horn you could just run a wire from the battery terminals with an inline button to
make it work. If you take the horn button off there should be a wire that is or was or should be
attached to it. Pushing the horn button then grounds that horn ring to the the metal on the
steering wheel. If the horn is going off when turning, somehow the two are coming together. I
had that on my Morris and it was just a matter of a little black tape. At any rate if you can
identify the right wire going to the horn ring and tap into it with another wire, you should be able
to just ground the switch wherever you want it and run that wire to it. I installed such a button
on my Chevrolet pickup. I think I bought the button in the auto parts section of a farm store. It
clamped to the steering column. One lead went to the horn relay and the other lead went to a
ground. Pushing the button completed the circuit through the coil of the relay which closed the
contacts and sounded the horn. This was a common repair on vehicles of that vintage. If you
care about your vehicle looking stock as I would if I owned a Mercury, then pull the steering
wheel and fix it properly. How to wire a horn to a button instead of using the horn ring General
Discussion. I have tried to find a wiring diagram for this circuit, but have been unsuccessful.
Horn Wiring Hell How to survive and understand it. Symptom: Your horn doesn't work, you have
a big fat white button screwed to the underside of the dash of the Beetle you just bought, your
horn beeps itself whenever it wants to, all of the above. One of the real attractions to the VW
Beetle is clearly its simplicity. But there are a few areas where things may seem a little
needlessly complicated, and the horn wiring is one of those areas. An area that has been the
source of untold frustration, embarrassment that is when a horn announces itself with great
fanfare, and long duration without any actions by the driver and probably some of the most
creative re-engineering I have ever seen. Lets start with the basics of how you would expect the
horn to be wired, then we'll get really deep into it and you'll see why VW did it this way maybe
you will stop cussing them out and lastly we'll talk troubleshooting. We all know how simple
electric circuits should be wired, right? Battery grounded, hot wire to push button, push button
to horn, then ground horn. It would be nice if it could be that simple, but it is not. It is not that
simple because that horn button has to be attached to the steering wheel that must be able to
rotate freely through several full revolutions. If we just stick the button on the wheel, the wires
get all wound up. Two of them actually. It's a device that allows electrical current to pass across
one conductor that is stationary, to one that is rotating. Well this might look like the best

solution, and it certainly would work, but the thrifty VW engineers had to figure out the simplest
and most cost effective way to accomplish that. Extra parts and especially extra stuff to wear
out and break had to be avoided at all costs. Know what it is? It's the steering box. You can
pass current from the rotating steering shaft to the fixed housing of the box via the gears and of
course from there through the chassis all the way back to the negative post of the battery. This
is where some of the headaches come in kind of like the late oval SWF turn signal flasher.
Everyone with basic electrical circuit skills just jumps to the conclusion that the horn is positive
side switched, especially when they pop the button off and see that little wire coming up the
tube and touching it to the steering wheel nut an apparent ground? Read onâ€¦. Ok, so we just
move the horn button to the negative side of the circuit, and use the steering box to effect a
path to groundâ€¦. But to accomplish what is seen in the drawing above, the VW engineers had
to isolate the commutator from the steel shaft, and in the '59 and earlier models they did just
that there is a heavy cardboard under the copper band on the shaft. Problem was, with the
rubber-coupling disc at the steering box, the shaft was actually isolated from ground. But by
simply adding a jumper over the steering coupler, the steering shaft could be grounded.
Hopefully now you understand why it is done this way so you can stop cussing at it. But this is
the setup for the '59 and earlier Beetles. Now let's see how this setup "evolved" over the years
following. Of course not everybody drives a '59 and older Beetle, and as it turns out, VW
dabbled with the setup many more times after that. And they are significantly different. So lets
look at the other years and see how these changes were implemented. It gets a little
complicated, but I think with the diagrams, you will be able to make sense of it. For the years
after '59, we'll identify the "potential", or voltage state, of several steering column points for
each setup using the diagram above. In '59 and earliers, a conductive upper bearing wasn't
used. Now that wire runs down the hole in the shaft, then exits about halfway down through a
hole and connects to the copper band that is isolated from the metal shaft by a cardboard band.
The steering shaft in this car is grounded, so the big fat nut and shaft end can be checked with
an ohmmeter for troubleshooting. Also, the button on these years is basically self-contained,
that is it has it's own spring and contacts. But it relies on the connections to the steering
column to work of course. One connection the "hot" side is accomplished via that wire in the
small screw terminal lug. Make sure these areas are clean and shiny. This is a common problem
with steering wheels that have been painted and that area was not masked prior to paint
application. Here is the commutator on the steering column. Replacement carbon brushes are
available. Here is the steering coupler. You can see the braided wire strap that "jumpers out"
the rubber disc. The two bolt up flanges on either side of the disc are 90 degrees out of
alignment with each other. So by electrically connecting two adjacent bolts, you have effectively
jumpered out the rubber disc. In , the carbon brush commutator was discontinued. Instead, VW
started using a steel ball bearing in place of the nylon bushing at the top of the steering shaft.
Anyone who has a '60 or '61 Beetle and has had to scare up parts for the upper steering column
knows just how hard these parts are to find. And almost everything about these years is unique
when it comes to this two-year-only design. If you have one of these years with an original,
working column, consider yourself very lucky, and take care of it. If you don't, and you will trade
a working horn for vintage correctness, you might consider converting your whole column to
the to the type. This circuit functioned basically as combination of the earlier '59 and back and
later ''67 designs. It was like the '59 and earlier as it had a steering shaft that was grounded via a
"jumper" over the rubber steering coupler. It was like the '62 and later in that it wired the column
tube to the horn ground side and used the new conductive bearing as the second commutator
replacing the carbon brush used in the '59 and earlier. This wire attached to the bottom end of
the tube, under the gas tank, just above the master cylinder. This meant that the column tube,
the bearing itself were "hot", while the steering wheel was grounded as it was bolted to the
shaft grounded. Now you can get some idea of the complexity of the ''61 upper steering column.
Using springs, washers and plastic shims, VW provided a current path from the turning inner
race of the bearing, to the horn button area, without touching the metal steering wheel hub
itself. It was very complicated, employed many plastic and metal bits, and springs and pins. No
wonder it was dropped in ' So the diagram for this type of setup would be:. Now in '62, they
figured out that the earlier design was needlessly complicated and that by allowing a
conductive bearing ie. So in this design, the whole column, bearing and shaft became energized
as a unit, and a ground path was realized by running a wire down the hollow shaft, jumping over
the rubber coupler and connecting it to the grounded steering box's input shaft. So in the '62 '67 and later cars, if the steering column tube or the steering shaft and wheel hub and nut is
grounded, the horn will sound. Now you know why that fat rubber grommet is needed where the
tube passes through the firewall, and why you need that grommet at the upper end where the
bracket holds it up under the dash. Switch "hot side" commutator is: Upper bearing Switch

"ground side" commutator is: Steering box Column tube voltage state: Hot Steering shaft
voltage state: Hot. Of course this meant too, that the whole steering wheel would be "hot" too,
and like in the ''61 design, care must be taken to electrically isolate the whole tube from the
body using rubber grommets and pads. This might have been due to the fact that the ignition
switch was now in the steering column would you want to touch a "hot" key? So VW went back
to the plastic spacers again, this time on the outside of the bearing, to isolate it from the tube.
So now the shaft and bearing was still "hot", but the tube was not. The ground wire came up the
center of the shaft like before, but now the wire from the horn had to come directly to the
bearing's outer race. Previously it was attached to the lower end of the column tube. Switch
"hot side" commutator is: Upper bearing isolated electrically from tube Switch "ground side"
commutator is: Steering box Column tube voltage state: Grounded Steering shaft voltage state:
Hot. A brush and copper slip ring was added in to transfer current in the upper column kind of
sounds like that old '59 and earlier carbon brush doesn't it? The bearing was no longer used as
part of the circuit. A copper pick-up ring was mounted to the base of the steering wheel and a
copper plate mounted to the turn signal switch applied tension against this slip ring allowing
the current to pass through. From there, the brown wire was connected to the horn. Switch "hot
side" commutator is: Copper slip ring between steering wheel and turn signal switch Switch
"ground side" commutator is: Steering box Column tube voltage state: Grounded Steering shaft
voltage state: Hot. Now lets make sure we get the terms right. Ground is ground, chassis
ground. The horn button connects that floating horn negative side to ground via the wire that
goes down the steering shaft to the steering box coupler. In , when VW replaced all the screw
terminal connections with spade lugs, the horn wiring moved from the unswitched fuse it
shared with the wipers, to one it shared with the turn signals and that fuse was switched by the
ignition. In , VW figured that since the steering column tube was going to float hot with the horn
anyway, why not just attach the horn negative side to the steering column? The wire connects
to the tube base where it protrudes through the firewall, under the gas tank. A horn with only
one terminal will not work. Lastly, the horn is a pretty high current device, especially the 6 volt
ones twice the current for the same power as a 12 volt one. This means that connections have
to be clean and tight, and wires of the appropriate gauge. So that little horn button is switching
a pretty decent load, make sure that its contact points are clean and shiny. Emery cloth them.
Also, that poor horn has to live up under the fender in a really nasty environment. Those
terminals can corrode real fast. Go to Now that you know how it all works, troubleshooting
should be easy. Note that the horn does not ground electrically to the body at its mounting
point, unlike exterior lights and just about every other electrical device on the car. So read
voltage at the terminal that should be connected to hot. And BTW, you may read voltage on
both terminals if the wires are connected unless someone is blaring it while you are under there
in which case it will be REAL annoying. This is because the horn will pass voltage through to
the meter while it is off. Disconnect the wires from the horn and read the voltage at the wire
ends to ground. If no voltage, trace wiring path all the way back to fuse box and then to battery.
Next, verify continuity between the other wire while not connected to the horn and where it is
going. You'll have to apply the year by year particulars listed above. If it is a '59 and earlier,
you'll trace it back through the carbon brush and up to where the brown wire exits under the
steering button. If it is a ''67, same thing, but you should have continuity to the steering shaft
and wheel hub and nut as well. For the '68 and laters, you'll have to chase that wire up through
the steering column hub I think it goes in with the turn signal harness wires and to the outer
upper bearing race. Last, verify that the little wire that comes up through the middle of the
steering shaft is tied to ground at the end for the '62 and laters. For the '61 and earliers, make
sure the copper braid strip or a simple wire substitute is in place at the rubber coupler and has
a good connection. For '61 and earliers, read ohms between the steering shaft or its nut and
some metal on the body one of the bolts that holds the upper steering column bracket is a good
ground. Much more unlikely, but possible, is that the steering box is not making a good ground
with the front beam. If you suspect the button, remove it, and just touch the wire coming out of
the snout of the shaft to the steering wheel nut. For '62 and laters, a quick voltage check, is to
read voltage between the steering wheel nut and and ground. If the horn is powered up ignition
on? If your horn sounds all by itself and embarrasses you, you probably have some short
between the steering wheel hub, shaft, or tube and chassis ground. Sometimes this happens
within the turn signal switch and the horn sounds when the wheel is turned just right. Hopefully
that clears it all up for you. Now if you have an annoying horn problem, take your newfound
knowledge and go out and fix it!! During the week I was writing this article, Travis Hall, a '63
Beetle owner, posted this message over at the aircooled newsgroup. He has a bare metal
chromed chain-link steering wheel on his ' I have a '63 bug that really shocked me the other day.
Here's the story Hopefully someone can help me. I'd like to say in advance that I want to keep

the steering wheel that is currently installed on my bug. OK, it was warm outside so I put on
some shorts. I went for a ride in my car to enjoy the weather. I'm going down the road when I
relax my right leg so it kinda falls over to the side and touches the metal part of my shifter. MAN
that hurt! Shocked the! So I did what anyone else would do. I did it over and over again trying to
figure out what the deal was. Interestingly enough the steering wheel I have is one of those
all-metal chain steering wheels. I think the horn is negatively switched like when I push the horn
button it closes my connection to ground so the steering wheel itself is constantly holding a
charge. When I ground my body by touching metal in the car the current goes through me? Only
I don't hear the horn Maybe I'm posing too much resistance for enough current to run through
my body for the horn to actually sound off? I'm not sure. Anyone had this happen to them
before? I thought about connecting a wire from the steering wheel to ground, but it seems like
that would put a constant drain on the electrical system. I'm lost. Suggestions welcome. With
his bare metal welded chain links steering wheel, Travis had indeed "felt" the effect of the
floating voltage in the steering shaft!
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His suppositions are entirely correct, although if he hooked a wire from his wheel to ground,
his horn would stay on constantly!! Introduction One of the real attractions to the VW Beetle is
clearly its simplicity. Why does it have to be this way? So the answer was to switch the negative
side of the circuit. Other Years Switch "hot side" commutator is: Upper bearing Switch "ground
side" commutator is: Steering box Column tube voltage state: Hot Steering shaft voltage state:
Hot Of course this meant too, that the whole steering wheel would be "hot" too, and like in the
''61 design, care must be taken to electrically isolate the whole tube from the body using rubber
grommets and pads. Troubleshooting Now that you know how it all works, troubleshooting
should be easy. Interesting Side Note: During the week I was writing this article, Travis Hall, a
'63 Beetle owner, posted this message over at the aircooled newsgroup. He has a bare metal
chromed chain-link steering wheel on his ' "Hi all.

